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Respond

.

Ali

speaks French, and Neda speaks Japanese.

It's difficult for them to

2.

Some students don't know how to .... .. ...

3.

She's not even one year old yet. She is still a./an

4.

Garcia saw deafparents............ ........1o their babies.

5.

Sign lalguage is a form of ... . .....

...

...

...to the questions.

... . ....with no sound.

6. A test you do to learn something:..
7.

Ekman says, "Facial expressions can tell you more about people's felling s than

their..............can".

8.

In written English, letters .............sounds, but Nushu doesn't have letters.

9.

Cell phone novels have their own...

..

....

...

...

10. Something important or difficult than you did
11.

A day is ...........into 24 hours.

12. Apple is a

global............It

is very famous.

well......

..

..

...
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INFANT, BEHAVIOR, DEAF, EXPERIMENT, ACHIEVEMENT, SIGN, GROW,
}MARING, COMMUNICAE, BRAND, COMMUNICATION, STAN, STYLE DiVidEd,
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Like many other security workers, Hill has special training in reading faces. She looks for
microexpressions. These are very small changes on a person's face. They know the
person's thoughts or fallings. Microexpressions can often tell you more about people's
feelings than their behavior can. Everyone can read some emotions on people's faces we
can see surprise with eyebrows go up. We can see happiness when mouth and eyes
change. A psychology professor named Paul Ekman asked himself a question: do people

from different cultures read faces in the same way? He found that everyone understands
many facial expressions in the same way.

1. What does Hill do?

2. What are micro expressions?

3.

What kinds of changes everybody show when he/she get surprised

4. What

does

(2) .+is

1. She

q,.

security mean?
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wrote a letter, but she didn't get a (respond/ response)

2. There are many similarities (to/ between) math and music.

3. One piece ofcake is a fraction (inl of) the whole cake (pie).
4. The microwave oven in a very successful (product/produce).
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action- post- characters- download- participate- publishers- novel- style- web site- online

Subwty rider is a cell phone....................you won' want to miss. The story is very exciting with a lot

of ......................and

funny

writer's ... ...................and

The best thing is that it'snot finished yet. Gotothe

... ... ......... .....

.the first four chapters. Read these chapters and then

..your comment. That way, you can ...... ......... ...... in the wliting ofthe novel.

(5,).
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Did you know that many inventions began as accidents? Some ofthese accidents even became
big business ideas. They gave us products that people all over the world use every day. In 1886
in the United States, a pharmacist' named Dr. John Pemberton tried to invent a rnedicine.
Pemberton wanted to cure for headaches. He mixed several ingredients together. No one knows
exactly what he did. The mixture was a mystery, but tasted delicious. Pemberton took the

mixture to a drugstore. The drugstore sold the medicine as a drink for a few cents a glass.
Pemberton and a partner started a company to make and sell the drink. However, the business

didn't make much money. Then a smart businessman named Asla Candler bought the company.
Candler made the business much more successful. The company grew, and it sold the drink
around the world. What happened to the mysterious headache cure? It's now a global product.

It's one ofthe most famous brands in the world: Coca-Cola! The Coca-Cola Company markets
the drink in 200 countries. It sells more than 1.6

billion drinks every day.

1, Dr. John Pemberton

was an engineer,

2.

Asla Candler bought Perberton's company.

3.

Pemberton's invention is a famous cure for headache.

4.

Pemberton's invention was an accident.

5.

Coca-Cola @ started as an invention for a headache medicine.

Good Iuck

